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1.4.1 Feedback on course curriculum from Students, Teachers and Alumni 

ACTION TAKEN REPORT OF FEEDBACK ON COURSE CURRICULUM
This is to certify that, feedback on course curriculum is obtained from different stakeholders
during the last five years. Feedback so collected are analysed using MS Excel and interpreted 
accordingly. Based on the recommendations and suggestions made by students, teachers and 

alumni, college has implemented necessary infrastructural facilities, augmentation of learning 

resources, conduct of cocurricular and extra curricular activities. College also written letters to 

BoS, Karnatak University for the modifications and revision of course curriculum suiting to the 

current trends, which can enable commerce students to get placed at different sectors. 

RECOMMENDATIQONS FROM VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS: 
From students:- 

Provision practical experiences beyond curriculum. 

Lectures through PowerPoint presentation for better understanding of concepts.
Availability of additional study materials related to subjects included in syllabus.

From Teachers:

Opting subject that highlights about environmental issues which is not related to 
commerce subject. 

Assigning tasks that are practical oriented related to subjects which help to enhance 

practical knowledge. 
Holding of unit tests besides conduction of internal tests for making students well versed 

with the concepts.

Motivating students for presentation of research papers in the conferences, seminars.

Developing the skills of the students. 

Conversion of semester system to non semester system for availing students to particpate 

in various curriculum aspects without any time constraintsGARE felt in semester systems. 
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From Alumni: 

To focus on industrial training related to subjects include in syllabus, 

To revise the syllabus with innovative aspects to upgrade the skill of students.

To conduct interactive session for students for creating self con fidence. 

To conduct talks on subject related concepts for gaining practical experiences for 

students.

ACTION TAKEN ON FEEDBACK;

2015-16: 

Lecturers through PowerPoint presentation were implemented. 

As college is affiliated to Karnatak University, the college adheres to syllabus notified by 

university and even faculties of college have been suggesting their opinions in BOS 

meetings. 
For enhancing practical knowledge faculties have been assigning tasks in form of 

assignments, seminars and group discussions. 

Though unit test has not been implemented but on spot problem solving techniques are 

adopted in classrooms. 

2016-17 

The entrepreneurs, industrialists, banking personalities, Chartered accountants etc were 

being invited for talks on subject related topics to explore students with the experience

knowledge.
Students of M.com presented their research papers in National and State level seminars. 

2017-18 
Additional study materials and journals were made available in college library. 

To gain practical experiences beyond curriculum, seminars and workshops of subject 
related concepts were being held 

.New courses were added for M.com programme as per Karnataka University. 

2018-29 
To develop the skills of students, certified courses were implemented. 
Conducted various workshops on GST, banking and finance, marketing as these are 

reflected in syllabus.

2019-20 
Industrial visits are done for students to acquaint themselves with industrial scenario.
Assigned practical oriented tasks for students based on syllabus included in M.com and 

B.com programme. 
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